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This rotator was designed to carry a specially constructed
chair seat for rotating human reactors in seated position, or a
platform for human reactors in reclining positions, or smaller
platforms for animals. The cut shows merely the rotator,
without chair or platform.
A heavy cast iron frame, 20 inches high by 12 inches wide,
mounted on a substantial cast iron base, supports a vertical
mainshaft 1 inch in diameter, turning on heavy adjustable ball
bearings, and carrying on the upper end a cast iron disc (T), 10
inches in diameter, to which chair seat and platforms are attach-
able by bolts. A worm wheel (W) with 30 teeth and a set of
electro magnets (C), bolted together to form a single unit, are
journaled on the vertical mainshaft, and revolve freely on it.
A one-half horse power shunt-wound motor, 110 volts direct
current, 1150 revolutions per minute, (M), mounted on the
base, is belted to a cross-shaft journaled on the main frame,
and carries on both ends flywheels (F, F). On the middle part
of this cross-shaft is cut a worm, in mesh with the worm wheel
(W).
The electro magnets (C) are wound on spools turned out of
solid iron, and bolted solidly at their upper ends to an iron disc,
centered in the vertical main shaft. There are six magnets, ar-
ranged at equal intervals around the disc. A similar set of mag-
nets (B), is mounted below the first set, in an inverted position;
i.e., the lower ends of the magnets being bolted to an iron disc.
The disc carrying these magnets is fastened solidly to the main
frame of the apparatus. Between the two sets of magnets is a
planed iron disc keyed to the main shaft, having very slight play
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between the free ends of the two sets of magnets. Electric
current connections are made with both sets of magnets, collect-
ing rings being placed on the vertical shaft to lead in to the
upper, rotating set.
Leads from the field and from the armature of the motor are
brought out to binding posts, so that by connection with suitable
rheostats and switches the motor can be reversed, and can be
FIG. 1. ROTATOR WITHOUT CHAIR OR PLATFORM, MOUNTED ON A
TRUCK FOR PHOTOGRAPHING
varied in speed both above and below its normal rating. At
the normal motor speed, the vertical shaft is rotated at a little
less than two seconds per turn.
When the motor is started, the cross shaft is driven, and drives
the worm wheel (W) and the gang of magnets (C) attached to
it. When current is applied to the magnets (C), they "pick up"
the iron disc armature keyed to the vertical shaft, and therefore
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set the shaft into rotation. This gang of magnets act as the
clutch. This shaft, and the chair or platform bolted to the
disc (T) attached to it, start with a "slip" determined by the
load and the amperage of the current applied to the magnets.
The acceleration is therefore controllable. When it is desired
to stop the rotation of the vertical shaft, the current through
the clutch magnets (C) is interrupted, and current is applied to
the lower gang of magnets, which act as a brake, on the common
armature disc. The retardation is controllable by controlling
the current through the brake magnets. The motor, with the
cross shaft, and clutch magnets continue in rotation.
Smooth and constant acceleration and retardation are
obtained, and continuous rotation after full speed is obtained
without shock or jar. The advantages of this method of stimu-
lation as compared with the jerky and variable hand driven
chair are enormous.
The apparatus is strong enough to sustain considerable strain.
We have had no difficulty in rotating a man stretched out at
full length on the table, even when three-fourths of his weight
was on one side of the center of rotation. Without chair or
platform, the apparatus weighs about 425 pounds.
In order to permit of electric connections with the chair or
table when in rotation, for recording or stimulating purposes,
two pairs of collecting rings (R) are mounted on the main shaft.
By means of a contact device, attached to the frame and
operated by a series of elevations and depressions milled in the
edge of the armature disc, which opens and closes an electric
circuit ten times in each rotation, a kymographic record of speed,
acceleration and deceleration can be obtained.
Two of these rotation apparatus have been built in the
physics workshop of the Johns Hopkins University. Various
necessary attachments for experimental purposes are being
developed with the aid of Mr. M. W. Pullen of the Johns Hopkins
University, and Dr. Percy W. Cobb of the Nela Research
Laboratory.
